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Abstract
We study when and how intervention to stop a project is optimally used in a
repeated relationship between a principal and a policymaker. The policymaker is privately informed about his ability, where a higher ability policymaker has a lower cost
of producing a good project. He also privately chooses how much e¤ort to supply on
the project. Before the project is completed, the principal receives a signal about its
outcome and can intervene to stop it from taking e¤ect. Intervention may prevent
a bad outcome, but no intervention leads to better learning about the policymaker’s
ability. In the benchmark with observable e¤ort, it is optimal to intervene only when
the policymaker’s reputation is su¢ ciently low. If e¤ort is not observable, the optimal
response features switching between intervention and no intervention on the equilibrium path. The model rationalizes intervention technologies implemented in practice
by supranational agreements and governing coalitions.
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Introduction

Most institutions include speci…c mechanisms for interventions to overrule a policymaker and
stop an ongoing policy project from continuing to completion. For instance, an international
organization may pull the funds o¤ered for a development project in response to bad audit
results of its intermediate progress, a government’s reform proposal may be revised through
legislative review in parliament, a regulator’s proposed rule may be overruled by an oversight
agency, or an investor may force the early liquidation of a project. Such mechanisms are
put in place in order to allow for course corrections if information emerges that the original
path of action is no longer desirable. Policy change may be undertaken by overruling the
policymaker rather than by removing him from his position, even when removal is also an
option. In fact, intervention is usually more likely than outright removal of a policymaker.1
Deciding whether to intervene involves a trade-o¤ between cost saving and information
acquisition. Pulling the plug on a project saves resources from being potentially wasted on
a faulty project; however, once a project is stopped, its originally intended outcome is never
seen. An intervention means policy is changed, reforms are interrupted, funds are pulled, and
the observable events di¤er from what the policymaker set out to do. Therefore, while useful
in achieving immediate course corrections, interventions may hamper information acquisition
about policy or policymaker e¤ectiveness. Given the ubiquitous use of interventions, an open
and fundamental question in the design of institutions is how and when interventions should
be used. In this paper, we propose a model to shed light on this question.
We focus on the problem for a principal who repeatedly sponsors projects that are run
by an agent. Every period, the agent works on one project, the outcome of which may yield
either a bene…t or a loss for the principal at the end of that period. Before the project is
completed, it produces a signal about its outcome. A good signal indicates a high likelihood
of a good outcome. A bad signal indicates a potential roadblock that, unless overcome, will
result in a bad outcome. After observing the signal, the principal may intervene by paying
1
For example, one can see this by comparing the data in Martin and Vanberg (2004) on interventions
through legislative reviews with data on motions of censure that remove a minister or government.
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a cost to stop the current project. If stopped, the project is abandoned, and its outcome is
not revealed. Otherwise, the project is completed, and its outcome is revealed.
Our focus on such relationships and intervention technologies is motivated by several applications. A prime example is that of supranational agreements in which transfers are made
by a supranational institution (e.g., the World Bank, the European Commission) towards
policies implemented by a country’s local policymaker. In the European Union, for instance,
Structural and Investment funds are provided on a recurring basis by the European Commission (EC), as transfers to support projects run by local governments. The implementation
of these projects is veri…ed periodically, and the EC may respond to de…ciencies by revising
projects or suspending their funding. Another example comes from governing coalitions in
parliamentary democracies. There, legislative projects championed by party leaders are implemented by the government minister in that respective policy area.2 As shown in studies
of coalition governments in parliamentary systems,3 parliamentary committees that correspond to ministerial jurisdictions are set up by the coalition parties as intervention vehicles.
These committees may schedule hearings, gather information, and propose amendments to
legislation produced by the minister. They are meant to ensure that the minister’s course
of action is in line with the coalition’s agenda. Finally, in the case of private companies, an
investor may intervene to stop funding for or to demand restructuring of an entrepreneur’s
project before it is completed.
The outcome of the project depends on the e¤ort the agent exerts to set it up. More
e¤ort increases the likelihood of producing a bene…t for the principal. Moreover, only an
agent who has exerted e¤ort may overcome a roadblock indicated by the principal’s signal.
Yet, both the e¤ort supplied and the agent’s cost of supplying e¤ort are unobservable to the
principal. The agent may be either a “high ability” type, who faces an increasing marginal
cost of e¤ort, or an “inept” type who cannot exert e¤ort. This captures, for instance, the
ability of a policymaker to successfully adapt a project to local conditions. Costly e¤ort
2

See Laver and Shepsle (1996) for an overview of policymaking in parliamentary democracies.
For instance, Martin and Vanberg (2004, 2005) provide evidence of parliamentary review as an intervention mechanism, with examples from Germany and the Netherlands.
3
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in our model captures, in reduced form, local electoral costs of implementing a potentially
unpopular project or the agent’s personal cost of working on the principal’s project rather
than his own ideal project.4 The principal would like the agent to be both able to deliver a
bene…cial project and willing to work on this project. Based on the signal and the information
revealed at the end of the period, the principal updates her belief about the agent’s ability.
At this point, she may start a new project with the same agent or end the relationship with
the agent and invest in a new project with another agent (or she may take an outside option).
The repeated nature of the relationship between the principal and the agent captures
a key consideration present in each of our motivating examples. The EC repeatedly funds
projects in the same policymaker’s jurisdiction. If failures on projects go uncorrected, future funding to that policymaker may be suspended inde…nitely, and the EC may use those
funds for other projects in a di¤erent jurisdiction or under the purview of a di¤erent policymaker. The conditions for verifying projects, triggering interventions or suspending funding
have been a focus of policy changes in recent years5 and constitute grounds for broader
debates.6 In the case of governing coalitions, the relationship between ministers and parliamentary committees (controlled by coalition party leaders) has a repeated nature, and it is
instrumental for the governing coalition’s stability. Finally, investors and entrepreneurs are
oftentimes linked by repeated investments in subsequent ventures.
The model repeats the above sequence of actions each period over an in…nite horizon. To
deliver results relevant for the motivating examples from the political sphere, we focus on
the case in which the principal cannot monetarily compensate the agent. She must instead
rely on the intervention decision and on continuation versus termination of the relationship
as the only tools for incentives provision.7
4

Politicians must be motivated to implement reforms which might be electorally costly for them. Similarly,
investors must motivate entrepreneurs to steer the …rm in a direction that will result in pro…ts, rather than
letting them pursue a broader scope, with a more uncertain payo¤.
5
The reporting requirements and intervention policies were reformed in 2013, with application to the 20142020 period: http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/blue_book/blueguide_en.pdf
6
Proposals have called for creating broader rules for suspensions of funds (for instance,
http://www.cer.eu/sites/default/…les/pbrief_structural_funds_nov17.pdf, accessed May 20, 2018)
7
This assumption also applies in many private sector examples, either due to the use of e¢ ciency wages
or in cases where monetary compensation carries too little weight in the agent’s utility function for it to be
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We characterize the best Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium for the principal (in Section 5,
we show that our results are robust to considering the Markov Perfect Equilibrium instead).
The core trade-o¤ at the basis of this model is that intervention brings about the bene…t
of avoiding a bad outcome and the cost of not learning more about the agent’s type from
observing the project’s outcome. In examining this trade-o¤, the principal is facing two
unknowns: the agent’s ability to supply e¤ort (a selection problem) and his e¤ort (a control
problem). To show the role that each of these two factors plays in the results, we …rst shut
down the control problem and assume that the high ability agent always supplies the highest
e¤ort. The problem then becomes a bandit problem for the principal, which delivers a sharp
characterization of the optimal policy: it has a cuto¤ structure. The expected bene…t of
intervention linearly decreases in the principal’s belief about the agent’s type. The cost
of learning as a function of the agent’s type is single peaked and reaches its highest value
when the uncertainty about the agent’s type is highest. Combining these two, we …nd that
intervention is optimal below a threshold belief about the agent’s type, and it is not optimal
above this threshold. This leads to a simple institutional implementation: intervention is
used after a bad signal only while the agent’s reputation is su¢ ciently low.
This result rationalizes, for instance, observed intervention practices by international
organizations for projects over which they have no major preference disagreements with
local policymakers. In such cases, the main concern for the international organization is
the ability of policymakers to adapt projects to local conditions. International organizations
have been documented to start by funding projects that are easily monitored and may be
easily stopped in case of negative audit reports, e.g., infrastructure projects. When the local
policymaker’s reputation becomes high, international lenders become more likely to o¤er
funds for government projects which are more di¢ cult to monitor.8 As predicted by the
model, the latter type of projects are likely to be funded when intervention is not optimal.
The simple threshold result is upended when considering the agent’s e¤ort choice. To
motivate the agent to exert e¤ort, the principal must use the promise of higher rewards for
an e¤ective means of incentive provision.
8
See, for instance, Winters (2010) for a discussion of the di¤erent types of aid o¤ered by the World Bank.
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the agent after outcomes which indicate that more e¤ort was exerted. After observing such
outcomes, the principal also positively updates her belief about the agent’s type. Thus, on
the equilibrium path, the principal’s belief about the agent and the reward promised to the
agent tend to move in the same direction — both increase or both decrease. This insight leads
to two main implications. First, if the belief about the agent’s type drops to a su¢ ciently
low level, the agent is replaced on the equilibrium path. Second, intervention after bad news
is optimal if the belief about the agent is below a low threshold or above a high threshold.
When the belief is below the low threshold, intervention is optimal in order to address the
high likelihood that the principal is facing a low type agent. When the principal’s belief is
very high, so is the reward promised to the agent. Intervention becomes optimal because it
is too expensive to motivate the agent to exert e¤ort, and there is no large bene…t to learning
more about the agent’s type. In between the low and the high thresholds, there is at least
one region where it is optimal not to intervene. This happens because the bene…t of learning
is high, while the cost of providing rewards, to incentivize e¤ort, is not too high.
An immediate implication of the above results is the emergence of switches between
periods of intervention and periods of no intervention after bad news. It also captures the
two distinct situations in which intervention is necessary, which correspond to the trade-o¤
between selection and control: either the agent is willing, but likely unable to run the project,
or the agent is likely able, but unwilling given the incentives o¤ered. In the intermediate
situation, there is su¢ cient likelihood for both ability and willingness. Learning from the
observed outcomes changes the principal’s evaluation of the likelihood of these situations,
leading to switches in the intervention policy on the equilibrium path. This dynamic implies
that simple rules based on reaching a certain reputation no longer implement the optimal
policy. Intervention becomes a recurring phenomenon.
This result rationalizes audit and intervention technologies used in practice by international organizations when incentivizing e¤ort by local policymakers is also crucial. This is
the case, for example, when considering electorally unpopular reforms projects, over which
there are clear preference disagreements between international lenders and local policymak-
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ers. The result of optimal switches between intervention and no intervention is consistent
with the pattern of ongoing auditing and potential intervention regardless of the policymaker’s reputation. Moreover, our dynamics explain the observed decay over time in the
implementation of reforms demanded by international lenders. The optimal contract calls
for more discretion to be given to local policymakers to maintain the status quo, leading to
a slowdown over time in reforms.
For our application to governing coalitions, the results rationalize the empirical evidence
that parliamentary intervention through legislative review happens more often when there
are larger preference disagreements within the government coalition.9 We can map preference disagreements to a higher probability that the coalition breaks up, and thus to more
discounting of the future. Performing this comparative static, we show that this increases
the value of intervention, making intervention more likely on the equilibrium path.
Related Literature. Our work blends two main strands of the political economy literature, one that has studied dynamic incentive provision under adverse selection10 and one
that has examined the control problem.11 We combine these two strands in the context of
institutional relationships with a policymaker. This allows us to study the use of intervention power by institutions in their relationships with politicians who implement policies. Our
approach has commonalities with the work of Banks and Sundaram (1993, 1998) on electoral
accountability. We augment their setup by considering the case where both the principal and
the agent are long-lived, and, central to our focus on institutional relationships, we introduce
the action of intervention, which reduces learning and changes the dynamics of the problem.
Moreover, we focus on the implications for intervention policy in the Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium, and we also provide results for the Markov Perfect Equilibrium. More broadly, our
paper relates to the literature on dynamic incentives provision under both moral hazard and
adverse selection (Strulovici, 2011; Halac et al., 2016). We focus, however, on contracts in
9

Provided in Martin and Vanberg (2004, 2005).
See Rogo¤ (1990); Besley and Case (1995); Coate and Morris (1995); Besley and Smart (2007)
11
See Barro (1973); Ferejohn (1986); Austen-Smith and Banks (1989); Ray (2002); Acemoglu et al. (2008)
10
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which the agent cannot be monetarily compensated, and on a particular signal and action
structure motivated by our applications.
The focus on interventions links our paper to the literature on oversight and transparency
(Aghion and Tirole, 1997; Prat, 2005; Gavazza and Lizzeri, 2007; Fox and Van Weelden, 2010,
2012; Buisseret, 2016). Levitt and Snyder (1997) examine a similar type of intervention, in
a static model with moral hazard. We consider a dynamic context, with moral hazard and
adverse selection, both of which are essential for our result of switches between intervention
and no intervention on the equilibrium path.
Our paper is also related to the reputation literature,12 and speci…cally the application to
the reputation of governments (Herrera et al., 2014). We follow a standard approach in this
literature and di¤erentiate between an inept agent type, who in our case cannot exert e¤ort
to in‡uence the …nal outcome, and a strategic agent type, who must be motivated to supply
e¤ort towards the principal’s project. Our results have a similar intuition for the dynamics
generated by moral hazard as in Ray (2002) and Acemoglu et al. (2008). The di¤erence in
our setup from these models is two-fold: the presence of adverse selection along with moral
hazard, and that the only ways to provide rewards to the agent are by not removing him
and through the intervention policy.
The result of switches between intervention and no intervention after bad news on the
equilibrium path also links this work to the literature on policy cycles (Ales et al., 2014; Dovis
et al., 2016). Our result of changing responses over time after bad news relies, however, on
a distinct mechanism, coming from the interaction between the principal’s ability to learn
about the agent’s type and the agent’s incentives to supply e¤ort.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section 3 analyzes the benchmark case with selection only. Section 4 analyzes the full model and provides
comparative statics. Section 5 shows the robustness of our result to using a Markov Perfect
equilibrium concept instead. Section 6 discusses applications and positive implications of
the model, Section 7 concludes, and the Appendix contains the proofs. Additional online
12

Starting with Kreps and Wilson (1982); Mailath and Samuelson (2001, 2006).
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appendices contain a three-period version of the model used to derive analytical results for
the comparative statics, and the analysis of the Markov Perfect Equilibrium.

2

The Model

We consider an in…nite-horizon discrete time environment with two players: a principal (P )
and an agent (A). The agent has a type

2 fL; Hg, which is his private information, where

type H occurs with commonly known probability

H.

Every period, the agent works on

a project that, if completed, provides an outcome y for the principal. This outcome can
be either Good or Bad. After the project is started and before its outcome is realized, it
produces a noisy public signal s 2 fg; bg about this outcome. It provides information about
how likely it is for the project to be completed successfully, but it is not a perfect indicator
of the …nal outcome.
The project’s outcome y is a function of the unobservable e¤ort e exerted by the agent.
E¤ort e 2 [0; 1] is exerted at the start of the project, and it comes at a cost c(e) to the
H-type agent, with c(0) = 0, c0 (0) = 0, lime!1 c0 (e) = 1 8 ,13 and
c0 (e) > 0; c00 (e) > 0 8e > 0:
For the L-type agent, following the reputation literature,14 we assume that this is an
inept type, who cannot exert any e¤ort on the principal’s project. We make this assumption
in order to focus on the optimal incentive structure for the H-type.15 We further discuss our
assumptions about e¤ort in our applications in Section 4.
Each possible combination of a signal and a project outcome, (s; y), occurs with some
probability Pr ((s; y) je) given e¤ort e. We make the following assumption about the proba13

We assume this limit to ensure that the …rst order condition is necessary and su¢ cient for the e¤ort
provision. In some of our examples, to simplify calculations, we may consider a quadratic cost function or a
binary e¤ort choice. There, we take corner solutions into account.
14
See Mailath and Samuelson (2001).
15
In particular, we do not introduce the payo¤ function, incentive compatibilities, and other variables/constraints for the L-type.
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bility distribution of (s; y):
Assumption 1 The probability distribution over (s; y) has the following properties:
1. Pr ((b; G) j0) = 0 and Pr ((s; y) je) > 0 otherwise, 8e 2 [0; 1] ;
2. Pr ((s; B) je) and Pr (s = bje)

[Pr((b; B) je) + Pr((b; G) je)] are decreasing and convex

in e;
3. Pr ((s; G) je) is increasing and concave in e.
The …rst property assumes that a G outcome happens after a b signal only if e¤ort is
exerted: the b signal indicates a roadblock that can only be potentially overcome if e¤ort was
exerted in setting up the project.16 The monotonicity and concavity/convexity assumptions
ensure that a b signal or a B outcome indicate lower e¤ort, while a g signal or a G outcome
indicate higher e¤ort. Moreover, observing the …nal outcome of the project is informative
conditional on the signal that is generated before project completion.
After observing signal s, the principal chooses whether to intervene (denoted by ). If
she intervenes ( = 1), she pays a cost l, the project is stopped, and its …nal outcome is not
reached nor observed. The cost l could be a liquidation cost, or the cost of reversing a policy
to its original state. If the principal does not intervene ( = 0), then she pays no cost at the
intermediate stage, the project continues to completion, its outcome y 2 fG; Bg is observed
by everyone, and the principal pays a cost C if the outcome is B.
At the end of the period, the principal updates her belief about the agent’s type, based on
the public history of the game up to that point. To ease exposition, we denote the observable
end to the project as o 2 fI; G; Bg, where I stands for an intervention having occurred, and
hence no outcome being observed. Finally, at the beginning of the following period, before
any other actions are taken, the principal decides whether to keep the agent ( = 1) or to
end their relationship ( = 0). If the relationship is ended, the principal accesses an outside
16

This assumption is only used in Proposition 1 in order to simplify the proof of the result, but we can
show the same result for Pr ((b; G) j0) = " > 0; where " is su¢ ciently small. Details are available upon
request.
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option. We focus on the case in which the principal’s outside option is to start a new contract
with another agent selected from a pool of agents where the probability of selecting a type
H is

H.

We consider this to be a natural continuation in many of the applications of this

model. For instance, a government minister who is removed through a motion of censure
will have to be replaced by another minister. In some applications of our model, however,
an exogenous outside option may be a more natural continuation. For instance, an investor
may deposit her funds in a bank if the relationship with the entrepreneur is ended, or a
supranational institution may keep its funds in a reserve fund. As our analysis will make
clear, assuming an exogenous outside option for the principal does not change our qualitative
results. We therefore choose to focus our analysis on the more complex problem with agent
replacement.
Payo¤s. The Principal aims to maximize her expected payo¤, where the per-period payo¤
takes the following form:
u=

8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:

l

if o = I;
(1)

if o = G;

0
C

if o = B;

where l, C 2 R, 0 < l < C. Replacing the agent and drawing a new agent comes at no cost for
the principal. This speci…cation captures situations in which early, preventive intervention
is less costly than letting the situation potentially worsen. Yet, an early intervention might
stop a project from reaching a successful outcome.
Given a belief

that the agent is of type H, the e¤ort e exerted by the H-type agent,

and the intervention decision (s) 2 f0; 1g after signal s, the principal’s expected utility after
observing signal s is given by:

uP ( j ; e; s) =

8
<

, if (s) = 1,

l

: Pr (o = Bj ; e; s) ( C)
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, if (s) = 0.

(2)

By Bayes’Rule,17
Pr (o = Bj ; e; s) =

Pr ((s; B) je)
Pr (sje)

+ Pr ((s; B) j0) (1
+ Pr (sj0) (1
)

)

:

Each period, the H-type agent derives a …xed rent based on whether he is kept or not,
and he pays the cost of e¤ort as well:

where

8
< 1
u(e) =
: 0

c(e)

= 1 indicates that the agent is kept, and

if

= 1;

if

= 0;

(3)

= 0 indicates that the agent is removed.

This payo¤ form corresponds to a purely o¢ ce-motivated policymaker, who obtains a …xed
bene…t from being in o¢ ce (or in the supranational agreement).18 Outside the political
realm, this utility form has the interpretation of an entrepreneur who receives an e¢ ciency
wage and a non-pecuniary bene…t from working on the project (an empire-building rent).
Both the principal and the agent discount the future at rate .
Finally, we make the following assumption regarding the principal’s costs l and C:
Assumption 2 The following conditions are satis…ed:
1. After s = g,
Pr ((g; B) je)
l
< ; 8 e 2 [0; 1] :
Pr ((g; G) je) + Pr ((g; B) je)
C

(4)

Pr ((b; B) j1)
l
< :
Pr ((b; G) j1) + Pr ((b; B) j1)
C

(5)

2. With e = 1,

17

In general, we write Pr( j ; e) to denote the conditional probability given that the H-type exerts e¤ort
e, while the L-type exerts no e¤ort (by assumption).
18
We assume for simplicity that the agent does not derive a direct bene…t from the principal’s project. It
is worth noting also that alternative forms of utility that include both the …xed rent and the project’s payo¤
yield similar qualitative results. Moreover, similar qualitative results can be obtained even if we allowed
for payments to the agent (a rent schedule), as long as the utility function is su¢ ciently concave. Details
available upon request.
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Under (4), the probability of y = B occurring after s = g is su¢ ciently small (regardless
of e¤ort), so that it is statically optimal for the principal not to intervene after a g signal.
Thus, (s = g) = 0; and the intervention decision we are interested in is the decision after
s = b. Similarly, under (5), (s = g) = 0 if the principal knows that the agent is an H-type
who exerts the highest level of e¤ort.

3

Benchmark without E¤ort Choice

We begin by analyzing a natural benchmark of our model, given the two unobservable
components for the principal: the agent’s type and his e¤ort choice. We shut down e¤ort
choice and assume e¤ort is …xed for each agent type. We assume that type H supplies
e¤ort e = 1 at no cost, and type L supplies e¤ort e = 0. The benchmark is therefore a
selection problem for the principal. It captures the case in which the principal and the
H-type agent are aligned in their incentives to achieve a successful project. The di¤erence
between agents reduces to the ability to carry through with the project. Later, we will
contrast this benchmark case with the full model in which the principal must also worry
about the agent’s incentives to work on the project.
The game becomes a planning problem for the principal, as the agent does not take
any meaningful action. Let

2 [0; 1] be the probability that the agent is an H-type given

the public history (the principal’s belief ). Given , the principal’s problem can be expressed
recursively, as a function J ( ) that depends on the principal’s current belief. If the principal
removes the current agent, the game restarts with a new agent who is expected to be a type
H with probability
J =J(

H.

Hence, P ’s utility after replacing A, denoted by J, should satisfy

19
H ).

To simplify notation, we denote by !
19

(s; o) the public events observed within each

If the outside option were exogenous, it would be represented by a …xed value J.
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period, where s 2 fg; bg and o 2 fI; G; Bg. The principal’s payo¤ can then be expressed as
J( )=

max

2f0;1g;
( (s))s 2f0;1g2

(1

) J+

"

P

s2fg;bg

Pr(sj ) uP ( j ; s) +

P

#

Pr (!j ; ) J ( 0 ( ; !)) ;

!

(6)

where uP ( j ; s) is given in (2), but here we omit e since it is always equal to 1; and
is the updated belief given the prior belief

0

( ; !)

and the public event ! = (s; o).

We …rst establish the basic properties of the value function J ( ):
Lemma 1 J ( ) is increasing and convex in .
The value function J ( ) is increasing in
ation strategy when the belief is

0

>

since P can always choose the same continu-

as she does when the belief is . This allows P to

obtain at least weakly higher welfare with

0

compared to . The convexity of J ( ) follows

from considering the case in which P receives additional information to update her belief
about A’s type. The belief is martingale, so the updated belief is a mean-preserving spread of
the original belief . Since P can always ignore this new information, this mean-preserving
spread is always (at least weakly) welfare-improving.
Given the linearity of the value function J( ) with respect to , Lemma 1 has an immediate implication for the optimal replacement strategy:
Lemma 2 The optimal replacement strategy for the principal is to remove the agent whenever

H

and to continue with the agent otherwise.

When making the replacement decision, the principal is comparing the payo¤ from replacement, J = J (

H ),

to the payo¤ from continuation, J ( ). The value function J ( ) is

increasing in , so the former value is no less than the latter whenever

H.

Intuitively,

the principal continues with the agent as long as the expected type of a replacement agent
is lower than the expected type of the current agent.
Assumption 2 implies that a principal maximizing her instantaneous utility would choose
the following strategy:
14
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Figure 1: Pricipal’s Payo¤s when =0.
Lemma 3 Consider the principal’s problem with

= 0 (a static problem). The optimal

intervention strategy for the principal is to choose no intervention after s = g and to choose
S

intervention after s = b if and only if

S

, where the threshold

< 1.

If the signal is bad (s = b), then the project is expected to succeed only if there is a
su¢ ciently high probability that the agent is an H-type. Otherwise, intervention comes at a
lower cost than the expected loss from the project’s outcome. Figure 1 illustrates the static
problem faced by the principal after signal s = b:
Having established the optimal response in the static case, we move on to show that the
optimal policy is still be a threshold strategy when
Proposition 1 There exists threshold
for each

2 (0; 1), there exists

D

<

>0:

, such that if Pr(o = Bjs = b; e = 1)
S

, then

such that the optimal intervention strategy for the

principal is to choose intervention after s = b if and only if

D

.

The optimal dynamic policy di¤ers from the static result of Lemma 3 because the principal also takes into account the e¤ect that the current intervention decision has on her belief
about the agent’s type in the next period. Without intervention, the belief update is based
on both the signal and the project outcome, while with intervention, the principal must
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update her belief just based on the signal. Thus, not intervening in the current period has a
dynamic bene…t of better learning of the agent’s type. This dynamic consideration changes
the trade-o¤ between intervention and no intervention. If the dynamic bene…t is su¢ ciently
high, not intervening is optimal even though it does not maximize instantaneous utility.
When s = g, no intervention is the best policy in the static context. Since not intervening
also produces the bene…t of learning, there is no reason for this policy to change in the
dynamic game. The intuition explains why no intervention is also dynamically optimal after
s = b and

S

. When

<

S

, however, the static prescription is intervention. This

precludes the project’s outcome from being revealed. If the principal chooses no intervention
instead, and the project’s outcome is highly informative about the agent’s type, then she
obtains a large bene…t from learning. In particular, the upper bound on Pr(o = Bjs = b; e =
1) provides a su¢ cient condition for the outcome after signal b to be highly informative. The
condition implies that a B-outcome after a b-signal is unlikely if the agent exerts e¤ort e = 1.
Hence, observing the event of (b; B) increases the principal’s belief that the agent is of type
L. Under the threshold , the principal’s belief about the agent being an H-type following
(b; B) drops below

H,

leading to immediate termination of the contract. Thus, under this

su¢ cient condition, no intervention after s = b has a strong learning bene…t: it leads to P
either learning that the agent is type H or to removing the agent. Moreover, this set of
possible outcomes is the same for all

<

S

. Then, with a decreasing within-period bene…t

of intervention and a constant bene…t of learning as
D

<

S

increases, there exists a threshold

above which not intervening is optimal. Figure 2 provides an illustration of the

principal’s payo¤ and the optimal dynamic intervention policy as functions of .
These results show that the optimal intervention policy under adverse selection has a stark
characterization: intervention after bad news is optimal up until the principal is su¢ ciently
con…dent that the agent is an H-type.
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Figure 2: Principal’s Payo¤ and Equilibrium Policies for =0.12

4

Intervention in the Full Model

In this section, we analyze the optimal intervention policy for the principal in the full model.
Costly e¤ort captures a common problem in the type of principal-agent relationships that
motivate this model, be they coalitions in the political realm, or transfers in the supranational
context. The costly e¤ort choice made by the agent can be microfounded as an electoral
or ideological cost of moving policy away from the status quo. The electoral cost might
emerge, for instance, from the mechanism described in Fernandez and Rodrik (1991), in
which voters oppose ex-ante welfare-improving reforms due to their uncertain distribution of
bene…ts. This cost is borne by the politician who works on implementing that project. We
also assume that e¤ort is unobservable to the principal. This assumption is consistent with
our applications, in which the principal is not involved in the operation of the project and
only performs an interim evaluation of the project. For instance, a government might assign
a team to work on a reform project agreed upon with an international lender, but the de
facto e¤ort exerted to implement the reform cannot be directly observed or veri…ed by the
international lender. This is especially relevant if the implementation of the project requires
specialized knowledge of local conditions, which makes it di¢ cult for an outsider to evaluate
the e¤ort involved in an observed implementation. Similarly, our assumption of unveri…able
e¤ort applies when the principal is an investor and the agent is an entrepreneur.
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4.1

Equilibrium Concept

The principal and the agent are both strategic players. We would like to derive the best
Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium for the principal. To construct an equilibrium in this class,
we allow for the option of observable mixed strategies. Since players move sequentially, we
consider a public randomization device for P , using the technique also employed in Ales
et al. (2014). This randomization device is used to determine the (pure strategy) play
within the period. At the beginning of each period t, the principal draws a random variable
zt

Uniform [0; 1], which is observed by everyone. Given zt , the principal either replaces

the agent or not,

t

2 f0; 1g, and determines the intervention rule

t (st )

for each st . If

not replaced, the agent chooses e¤ort et 2 [0; 1]. After the signal st , the principal decides
whether to intervene or not, according to the rule t (st ).
The public events in period t are zt ,
ht = (zj ;

t 1
j ; j ; oj )j=1 .

t,

t,

The principal’s strategy,

( t ; t ).20 The agent’s strategy,

A,

and ot , so the history of public events is
P,

consists of a mapping from (ht ; zt ) to

is a mapping from (ht ; zt ; t ; t ; t ) to et , where

t

is

the private type of the agent in period t. With a continuous action space et 2 [0; 1] and a
strictly convex cost function c (et ), the agent always chooses a pure strategy. Given the pure
strategy, we can assume without loss of generality that the strategy et does not depend on
t 1
the past e¤ort (ej )j=1
.

De…nition 1 Given the history ht of public outcomes up to period t, a Perfect Bayesian
Equilibrium consists of continuation strategies f t (ht ; zt ) ; t (ht ; zt )g1
t for the principal, and
fet (ht ; zt ; t ; t )g1
t for the H-type agent, such that each player maximizes their respective
expected continuation utilities and the belief

t

follows Bayes’Rule whenever possible.

We derive the equilibrium in two steps. First, we solve a relaxed problem, ignoring
P ’s incentive to follow the equilibrium. Without P ’s incentive compatibility constraint, we
can characterize the best on-path outcome for P by the recursive method. In particular,
20
As the principal and the agent take actions sequentially and the principal’s actions are observable to the
agent, it is without loss of generality to focus on pure strategies. In fact, the public randomization device
allows us to generate mixed strategies, by associating di¤erent pure strategies to di¤erent realizations of zt .
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we study the problem of maximizing P ’s welfare given her belief

about the agent and a

promised payo¤ V to the H-type agent. This structure allows P to write a contract for A
that promises a certain level of total bene…ts to A. Second, we show that there exists a
punishment equilibrium such that P has the incentive to ful…ll this promise given the threat
of punishment.

4.2

The Principal’s Problem

Let J ( ; V ) be P ’s value function given the two state variables. If a replacement occurs, the
belief goes back to

H,

and P chooses what payo¤ to promise to the new agent in order to

maximize her welfare. Hence, P ’s utility after replacing A satis…es J = maxV J (
The problem for P is to select a vector

z

H; V

).

= ( z ; ez ; z ; (Vz0 (!))! ) for each possible re-

alization of z. The e¤ort ez is the proposed e¤ort for the H-type agent, and Vz0 (!) is the
promised continuation value for the agent of type H given the publicly observable actions
and signal-outcome pair ! = (s; o). Since the on-path outcome has full support,21 the principal always believes that the recommended e¤ort ez is taken. Hence, the next period’s belief
0

( ; ez ; !) is determined by Bayes’rule, which depends on the prior , the recommended

e¤ort ez , and the signal-outcome pair !.
By Assumption 2, no intervention is statically optimal after s = g. Moreover, no intervention allows the principal to have access to more information in the Blackwell sense,
and this implies that no intervention is also dynamically optimal after s = g. We therefore focus on

after s = b, since z (s = g) = 0. The principal’s expected instantaneous
P
utility is uP ( z j ; ez ) := s Pr(sj ; ez )uP ( z (s)j ; ez ; s) (see (2)) with z (s = g) = 0. Given
z

uP ( z j ; ez ), the principal P chooses

z

= ( z ; ez ; z ; (Vz0 (!))! ) to solve the following dynamic

21
Since P intervenes after s = b with probability one given
continuation play after these histories arbitrarily.
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= 0 or e = 0, we can pin down the

program. For each

2 [0; 1] and V 2 0; 1 1 ,

J ( ; V ) = max

Z

(1

z) J

+

uP ( z j ; ez )

z

z

+

X

)#

Pr (!j ; ez ; z ) J ( 0 ( ; ez ; !) ; Vz0 (!))

!

(7)

dz;

subject to the following constraints:

V =

Z

z

z

(

1

c (ez ) +

X

)

Pr (!jez ; z ) Vz0 (!) dz;

(8)

)

(9)

!

(

ez 2 arg max 1

c (ez ) +

Vz0 (!) 2 0;

X

Pr (!jez ; z ) Vz0 (!) ;

!

1
1

for each !:

(10)

Constraint (8) is the promise keeping that P is bound to in equilibrium, and (9) is the
incentive compatibility constraint for A.22 Constraint (10) places the upper and lower bounds
on the future promised value since 0 is the minimum payo¤ that the agent receives; and

1
1

is the highest feasible utility for the agent, implemented by keeping the agent and allowing
him to exert e¤ort e = 0 forever.
The next lemma shows that the above maximization problem characterizes the best PBE
for P .
Lemma 4 The best Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium for the Principal is characterized by the
mapping from ( ; V ) 2 [0; 1]

[0; 1 1 ] to a vector ( z ; ez ; z ; (Vz0 (!))! )z2[0;1] which maximizes

(7) subject to (8), (9), and (10).
By de…nition, objective (7) gives the highest welfare for P given the promise keeping and
incentive compatibility constraints. Hence, we are left to construct a punishment equilibrium
22

Notice that, from P ’s view point, the distribution of the signal-outcome pair Pr (! z j ; ez ) depends on
, while for the promise keeping and incentive compatibility, we have Pr (!jez ) since A knows his own type.
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to sustain this outcome on the equilibrium path. Note that there is always an equilibrium in
which A exerts no e¤ort, expecting replacement every period; given this, P picks intervention
after every bad signal and replaces the agent every period, expecting no e¤ort from the
agent. In equilibrium, the lowest value P could obtain is J
value

1
1

; 11

, since the promised

allows A to stay without putting in e¤ort. This value corresponds to the “no e¤ort

equilibrium.” Hence, by switching to this worst equilibrium after any deviation from policy
z,

we can sustain the solution for (7) on the equilibrium path.

Remark 1 Note that in the above Lemma, we allow P to commit to the intervention rule
t

at the beginning of each period t. This means that A chooses e¤ort at the beginning of

the period, given the intervention rule dictated by the equilibrium play. The principal then
takes the promised intervention decision and cannot change it once e¤ort is sunk. If instead
we wanted to allow P to revise her intervention decision

t

after observing st ; all we need

is an additional condition on parameters. In particular, notice that if P could revise her
intervention decision

t

after observing st , her only potential pro…table deviation would be

from t (s = b) = 0 to t (s = b) = 1: This is the case because the prospect of no intervention
incentivizes A to provide higher e¤ort, but once e¤ort is sunk, intervention maximizes the
instantaneous utility. Such a derivation is never pro…table if the loss in continuation payo¤
outweighs the static gain, i.e., 8z and ( ; Vz ) with

z (s

= b) = 0, the following condition is

satis…ed:
uP (1j ; ez )

uP (0j ; ez )

J ( 0 ( ; ez ; b); Vz0 (b))

where J ( 0 ( ; ez ; b); Vz0 (b)) is the on-path continuation payo¤ and

uP (1j ; 0)
;
1
uP (1j ;0)
1

(11)

is the payo¤ from

the no e¤ort equilibrium. There are two reasons why P chooses not to intervene despite the
static cost: more learning and more e¢ cient use of the continuation payo¤ to incentivize
e¤ort. Both of them suggest that P ’s continuation payo¤ is su¢ ciently high.This implies
that J ( 0 ( ; ez ; b); Vz0 (b)) is usually su¢ ciently high relative to the punishment continuation
payo¤. In fact, this can be easily ensured given the choice of parameters, and condition (11)
holds in all of the numerical examples we present in the rest of the paper.
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4.3

Equilibrium Properties

We …rst show that P ’s value function J ( ; V ) is concave in V , convex and increasing in :
Lemma 5 J ( ; V ) is concave is V , convex in
strict if V 2 0; 1 1

, and increasing in

; with this increase

.

Since we allow the public randomization, the concavity of J ( ; V ) with respect to V
follows from the standard arguments. The properties that J ( ; V ) is increasing and convex
with respect to

follow from the same exercise as in Lemma 1.

We next derive several implications about the shape of J ( ; V ) :
Lemma 6 The value function J ( ; V ) has the following properties:
1. J ( ; 0) = J 8 ;
2 [0; 1], there exists V ( ) 2 0; 1 1

2. For each

[0; V ( )], where V ( )
the linear part,
it is positive for

d
dV

1, with strict inequality for

J ( ;V )
>

V 2[0;V ( )]

, is negative for

H.

<

H,

Moreover, the slope for

it is zero for

=

H,

and

H.

] J ( ; V ) such that 8 2 (0; 1], at V = V ( ) ;
( ) arg maxV J ( 0 ( ; ez ; !) ; V ) for each event ! with negative (positive) be-

3. There exists V ( ) 2 arg maxV 2[0;
Vz0 (!)

such that J ( ; V ) is linear for V 2

lief update

0

( ; ez ; !)

1

1

( ) .

The above properties have the following intuition. First, if the value promised to A is
0, only immediate replacement can ful…ll this promise. Hence, it must be the case that
J ( ; 0) = J for each . Second, for a su¢ ciently small promised value V , replacement must
happen with positive probability — otherwise A would obtain a higher payo¤ than promised.
This positive probability is generated by randomizing between keeping and replacing A. We
can show that it is optimal for P to promise the same utility V ( ) if A is kept. Hence, any
V 2 [0; V ( )] can be generated by varying the probability of keeping versus replacing A.
These properties and those described in Lemma 5 are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Shape of the Principal’s Value Function. For the upper left panel, V = 0:25
: For
1
the upper right panel, H = 0:12; for the lower left panel, = 0:07; and the lower right
panel, = 0:6: We assume quadratic e¤ort cost.
The third property follows from concavity: For each

2 [0; 1], the function J ( ; V ) is

maximized at some promised value, denoted V ( ). Consider the case in which at V = V ( )
the belief is updated to

0

after the signal and outcome pair !. A negative (positive) belief

update implies that ! is the outcome which happens less (more) often with higher e¤ort.
Hence, reducing (increasing) Vz0 (!) incentivizes A to supply more e¤ort. This increased e¤ort
has two bene…ts: the instantaneous welfare uP is improved, and the belief update is larger,
since higher e¤ort makes type H more distinguishable from type L. If the continuation payo¤
Vz0 (!) is higher than the value that maximizes P 0 s utility (arg maxV J ( 0 ; V )), then reducing
Vz0 (!) directly improves P ’s continuation welfare as well. Otherwise, P ’s continuation welfare
decreases, because, intuitively, promising too little continuation payo¤ to A forces P to
replace A even if P believes that the agent is an H-type.
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4.4

The Optimal Dynamic Policy

An immediate implication of Lemma 6 is that an agent who starts o¤ by delivering bad news
or a bad outcome will be removed.
Corollary 1 The agent is removed after the …rst period of his appointment if ! = (b; I) or
o = B.
In deciding the optimal intervention policy, the principal must balance the bene…t of
learning, the bene…t of avoiding a bad outcome, and the cost of incentivizing e¤ort. To shed
more light on how this balancing act is resolved, consider …rst the principal’s problem for
a …xed e¤ort level. Then, the same reasoning as in the benchmark case implies that not
intervening allows the principal to update her belief about the agent more precisely than
after an intervention:
Lemma 7 (Learning) Fixing any targeted e¤ort level ez , when the principal does not intervene after s = b, learning about A’s type happens at a faster pace: the distribution of
the updated beliefs ( 0 ( ; ez ; !))! given no intervention is a mean-preserving spread of the
distribution of updated beliefs given intervention. Moreover, the increase in the variance of
( 0 ( ; ez ; !))! when P changes the policy from intervention to no intervention is a concave
function of .
By Lemma 5, J is convex in

. Hence, the increased variance of the distribution of

( 0 ( ; ez ; !))! under no intervention implies that no intervention bene…ts the principal by
increasing the continuation payo¤ through learning. Moreover, this learning e¤ect is stronger
if the current belief is intermediate — there is a large room for belief updates.
Ampli…cation of the Learning Bene…t.
An implication of the above results is that the bene…t of learning is ampli…ed when e¤ort
must be incentivized. As discussed above, when she does not intervene, the principal further
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increases her expected payo¤ by better calibrating the agent’s continuation payo¤. In particular, the outcome y is informative about the agent’s e¤ort, and she can use this information
to implement higher e¤ort at a lower cost. This increase in e¤ort magni…es the bene…t of
learning: now the e¤ort exerted by the H-type di¤ers even more from that exerted by the
L-type. Thus, the principal learns the agent’s type more accurately.
Switches between intervention and no intervention.
Next, we show how balancing the dynamic learning and incentives provision bene…ts against
the static cost of no intervention can lead to switches between intervention and no intervention on the equilibrium path. We formally show this result in the case in which the principal
observes a sequence of events which update her belief positively along the path. Afterwards,
we discuss other possible sequences of events.
We begin by giving the su¢ cient conditions for this result. We assume that the initial
belief

H

is su¢ ciently low, so that intervention is optimal at this starting belief. We derive

the conditions on e¤ort under which su¢ ciently high e¤ort can be incentivized in equilibrium.
De…nition 2 Given q 2 (0; 1), the problem satis…es the e¤ ort provision condition if
there exists e 2 (0; 1) such that:
(i)

d
de

[Pr (g; Gje) q

(ii) Pr (g; Gje)

1

c (e)]je=e

0;

q;

(iii) Pr (b; Bje) = Pr (bje) < l=C:
Part (i) ensures that the H-type agent can be incentivized to exert at least e¤ort e.
Part (ii) guarantees that, if this e¤ort is exerted, the principal updates her belief
su¢ ciently high probability after observing (g; G). At the limit where

with

converges to 1, Part

(iii) guarantees that no intervention is statically optimal. These conditions have the same
implication as the condition of Proposition 1: if the principal could observe the agent’s type,
she would prefer not intervene given an H-type. This type exerts high e¤ort, which makes
a bad outcome su¢ ciently unlikely.
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Given this de…nition, we establish that the simple threshold strategy implied by Proposition 1 no longer holds in the full model, and in fact we obtain switches between intervention
and no intervention on the equilibrium path:
Proposition 2 Consider a path of repeated realizations of the signal-outcome pair ! =
(g; G) : There exist upper bounds

H

2 (0; 1) for the initial belief

H,

and q(

the probability of a G outcome given no e¤ort Pr (Gj0) ; such that if
q(

H ),

and the problem satis…es the e¤ort provision condition given q(

H
H ),

H)

2 (0; 1) for

H;

Pr (Gj0)

then the optimal

intervention policy f t (s = b)gt exhibits switches between intervention and no intervention.
Intervention is optimal in the …rst period and in the long-run, and no intervention is optimal
in some period t

2.

The result in Proposition 2 re‡ects the dual problem of selection and control faced by the
principal. We focus on the simple path of repeated (g; G) realizations that generate a positive
belief update each period. With the initial belief

H

su¢ ciently small, the optimal policy is

to intervene in the initial period. The principal is su¢ ciently pessimistic about the agent’s
type, and she intervenes to avoid a potential bad outcome. As the belief is updated positively,
the principal becomes less pessimistic about the agent’s type. The e¤ort provision condition
ensures that the agent can be o¤ered incentives to exert high e¤ort. It also ensures that
the cost of intervention is not too high, so that the principal can choose not to intervene
and learn more about the agent’s type. Hence, the principal switches to no intervention.
However, to incentivize high e¤ort, the principal needs to reward the agent after a good
outcome. As (g; G) realizations accumulate and the belief is updated higher, the promised
reward increases. Eventually, the promised reward becomes so large that incentivizing more
e¤ort becomes impossible — given the promised rewards, the principal has to keep the agent
without implementing a positive level of e¤ort. Once we reach this phase, intervention
becomes optimal again, this time because of the control issue. The principal can no longer
control the agent through the promised reward, and therefore, he must intervene because
the agent supplies too little e¤ort. Figures 4 illustrates this dynamic in a numerical example
of the model.
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Figure 4: Dynamics after the signal-outcome realization (g,G) over 20 periods.
The above results have two main implications for the implementation of the optimal
intervention policy. First, intervention after a bad signal may occur throughout the duration
of the relationship with the agent, even if the agent has established a track record of good
outcomes. Second, once the agent has built a large enough track record of good outcomes,
the principal should intervene after bad news. The pattern suggested by this result has
not been empirically examined in settings involving political actors. Yet, examples of this
implementation may be found in the private sector. For instance, Fich and Shivdasani (2007)
examine what happens to the value of …rms which have a director sitting on their board who
is also on the board of a …rm accused of …nancial fraud. The study …nds that, among the
non-accused …rms, the investor reaction is more negative for the …rms in which the director’s
tenure on the board is longer. Thinking of the …rm’s leadership as the agent in our setting
and the investors as the principal, the …ndings suggest the dynamic described by our model:
the response to bad news that is correlated to the quality of the …rm’s leadership is more
negative for agents with longer tenures. Our results provide predictions for the examination
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Figure 5: Dynamics after a sequence of alternating 8 periods with the signal-outcome realization (g,G) and 2 periods with the realization (g,B)
on the dynamics of intervention in broader settings, including the audit and intervention
policies of international institutions and the functioning of governing coalitions.
Finally, notice that the switches between intervention and no intervention are a function of
both the principal’s belief

and the agent’s promised value V: Thus, the result in Proposition

2 can be extended to obtain switches between intervention and no intervention under a variety
of signal-outcome observations. For instance, consider a sequence of n > 0 repeated signaloutcome observations (g; G) followed by m > 0 observations (g; B) that lower the principal’s
belief. The principal chooses to intervene in the periods in which the belief about the agent
is su¢ ciently low or the agent’s promised value is su¢ ciently high. Figure 5 illustrates this
dynamic for such an example of outcome realizations.
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4.5

Comparative Statics

In this section, we derive several comparative statics to shed more light on the drivers of our
results. We are interested in examining how changes in the cost of providing incentives to the
agent and changes in the informativeness of the signal a¤ect the dynamics of intervention.
In order to arrive at analytical expressions for these comparative statics, we reduce our
in…nite-horizon model to a simpli…ed three-period version, whereby we preserve the within
period trade-o¤s faced by the principal and the agent, but under less complex continuation
payo¤s. To further facilitate the analysis, we also assume in this simpli…ed version of the
model that e¤ort is binary, e 2 f0; 1g with costs c(0) = 0; c(1) = . To measure the e¤ect of
the state variable ( 1 ; V1 ) in period 1, the principal starts with the initial belief
and initial promised value V1 2 1; 1 + +

2

1

2 [0; 1]

. The full description and analysis of the

simpli…ed three-period model is given in Online Appendix B. In what follows, we present
its analytical comparative statics results. Except for the comparative statics with respect
to V1 in Proposition 5, we assume that the promise keeping constraint does not bind in the
principal’s problem, that is, the principal just started a contract with a new agent. We show
that the results obtained in this simpli…ed model are consistent with the comparative statics
obtained in simulations of the full model.
We …rst consider variations in the cost of providing incentives to the agent.
Proposition 3 (Cost of Providing Incentives) An increase in the common discount factor

increases the marginal bene…t of no intervention. An decrease in the marginal cost

has an ambiguous e¤ect on the marginal bene…t of no intervention.
Higher values of

increase the value of the future payo¤s derived by the principal, for

any constant e¤ort level incentivized from the agent. The higher value of future payo¤s
increases the value of learning about the agent’s type, and so, the principal has more to gain
from not intervening and observing a more informative signal. Since the agent also discounts
the future at rate , his continuation payo¤ also increases, which means that e¤ort can be
incentivized with a smaller reward for positive events.
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When

decreases, the marginal cost of e¤ort is lower, which implies that the con‡ict

between the principal and the agent is reduced. As

decreases, on the one hand, more

e¢ cient monitoring becomes less important since incentivizing e¤ort is less costly. On the
other hand, using continuation payo¤s more e¢ ciently becomes more valuable since the
continuation payo¤ itself is now higher because of the lower cost of incentivizing e¤ort in the
future periods.
The above results highlight that, while both and

a¤ect the cost of providing incentives,

their e¤ect on the principal’s use of intervention is distinct. The discount factor

captures

factors that a¤ect the probability of future projects, and it acts only through the value
of future payo¤s. It may capture, for instance, in reduced form, the expectation that the
principal will have access to funds in the future in order to continue …nancing projects. In the
application in which the principal is a supranational institution, changes in may capture the
expectation that the institution will survive in future periods. The marginal cost of e¤ort,
however, captures the magnitude of the control problem, which exists both in the present and
in the future, leading to a trade-o¤ between the current bene…ts of less monitoring and the
future value of more learning. For instance, it may capture a reduction in uncertainty among
voters about the bene…ts of a reform project. This distinction in the comparative statics
results highlights once again why the control problem makes the resulting policy markedly
di¤erent. The di¤erence in the value of no intervention relative to intervention for di¤erent
values of

and

in the full model is illustrated in Figure 6.

Next, we consider changes in the precision of the signal generated by the project.
Proposition 4 (Informativeness of the Signal) An increase in the probability of a “falsepositive” signal, P (b; Gje = 1), without a change in the probability distribution of outcomes
y 2 fG; Bg; increases the marginal bene…t of no intervention.
As expected, if the information becomes less valuable for the principal, intervention
brings a relatively lower gain compared to not intervening. This emphasizes the double cost
of fraught audit or oversight systems: not only do they impose more unnecessary cost in
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Figure 6: Relative Value of No Intervention as a function of (left panel) and as a function
of (right panel). The grapth is shown for V = ((0:5)=(1
)) and = 0:75 and quadratic
2
e¤ort cost 2 e .
the present, but they reduce future payo¤s by slowing down the learning process about the
agent’s ability and exacerbating the control problem.
Finally, we discuss two “partial equilibrium”e¤ects: all else equal, we examine that the
e¤ect of changes in the value V promised to the agent at the beginning of the period and
the e¤ect of changes in the principal’s belief

that the agent is an H-type.

Proposition 5 The intervention decision is not monotone in the agent’s promised payo¤
V . Similarly, the marginal bene…t of intervention may increase or decrease in the agent’s
reputation .
The non-monotonicity of the intervention decision on the equilibrium path was shown
formally in Proposition 2. A similar intuition can be applied when examining the separate
roles of V , which captures the reward needed to address the control problem, and ; which
captures the extent of the selection problem. For examining the e¤ect of changes in V ,
consider a high value of the current’s agent’s reputation
replacement agent,

H.

and a low expected ability of the

With a small V , the principal has to replace the current agent. After

replacement, it is optimal to intervene given a low

H.

With an intermediate V , it is possible

to implement high e¤ort, which makes no intervention optimal given a high ; however, if
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The right panel shows the intervention decision given V
=
((0:2)=(1
)); ((0:3)=(1
)); ((0:4)=(1
)). The right panel shows the intervention
decision given = 0:3; 0:5; 0:8
V is very large, then the principal cannot implement high e¤ort and is bound to keep the
agent even if he does not supply e¤ort. Hence, intervention again becomes optimal.
The e¤ect of increasing

on the marginal bene…t of not intervening may be either positive

or negative, depending on the parameters. On the one hand, no intervention becomes more
bene…cial since we assume that, with

= 1, no intervention is optimal. On the other hand,

with intervention, the H and L types are less distinguishable, and a principal who wants
to incentivize e¤ort must therefore also give more rent to the L-type . As

increases, the

cost to the principal of o¤ering higher rents to the L-type decreases, as the L-type exists
with lower probability. If the latter e¤ect dominates, the principal’s gain under intervention
increases more than her gain under no intervention.
Figure 7 illustrates the relative value of intervention in the full model as a function of ;
for a constant V (in the left panel) and optimal intervention response of as a function of V ,
for a constant

(in the right panel).
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5

Robustness of the Result

Our result from Proposition 2 of switches between intervention and no intervention on the
equilibrium path relies on a speci…c feature of the PBE. Speci…cally, the promised reward
eventually becomes too high to incentivize e¤ort. Although the principal has incentives to
keep such a promise by the threat of the “no e¤ort equilibrium,” in some applications, we
may also want to consider an equilibrium that is “renegotiation-proof.” In this section, we
show that switches between intervention and no intervention also emerge in a Markov Perfect
Equilibrium (MPE). In Online Appendix C, we provide the full de…nition and analysis of
the MPE.23 Below we summarize the main result, the counterpart to Proposition 2.
Proposition 6 Consider a path of repeated realizations of the signal-outcome pair ! =
(g; G). There exists a set of parameter values under which the optimal intervention policy
f t (s = b)gt exhibits switches between intervention and no intervention in the optimal regular quasi Markov Perfect Equilibrium. Intervention is optimal if

is su¢ ciently low or

su¢ ciently high, and no intervention is optimal for intermediate values of .
In the MPE, the principal’s payo¤ at the beginning of a period is a function of her belief
, denoted by J ( ). We …rst note that J ( ) is constant over

2[

H ; 1] ;

taking some value

J ( ) = J; which implies that both the continuation payo¤ and the per-period payo¤ must
be constant. The intuition is that, if this were not the case, the principal could not replace
the agent after reaching a belief

with J( ) > J(

H ):

Then, the agent would not supply

e¤ort, and this would result in a low payo¤ for the principal.
The intuition behind Proposition 6 can be obtained from the following exercise. Suppose
that there are three feasible levels of e¤orts: eH = 1, eM = 1=2, and eL = 0. We conjecture
that eH is implementable for

H

and e¤ort eH , intervention after s = b

maximizes the principal’s instantaneous utility, (1

) J. Since the principal’s payo¤

H,

and, at belief

J ( ) is constant, it must be that the expected e¤ort level decreases as
23

increases. This

Technically speaking, we allow the principal to take period-t actions based on the belief and the history
within period t. Otherwise, the principal cannot incentivize any e¤ort. In particular, we de…ne a regular
quasi Markov Perfect Equilibrium.
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Figure 8: E¤ort as a function of the belief

in the MPE

is illustrated in Figure 8. The curve labeled eI ( ) represents the level of e¤ort needed to
achieve (1

) J with intervention and the curve labeled eN I ( ) represented the level of

e¤ort needed to achieve the per-period payo¤ without intervention. The cuto¤

I

represents

the threshold belief with which, given e = eH , the principal is indi¤erent between intervening
and not intervening to maximize her instantaneous utility; the cuto¤

represents the belief

for which eI ( ) = eM .
For

2[

H;

I ),

an e¤ort level higher than eM must be exerted in expectation in order to

generate the required per-period payo¤. This means that the principal must incentivize eH
and intervene with a positive probability.24 For

2 [ I ; ), since eI ( ) > eM , the principal

again has to incentivize eH ; however, in this region the principal prefers no intervention after
eH . Finally, for

2 [ ; 1], the principal has two options: implement eM and intervention, or

eH and no intervention. There exists a set of parameters such that for
value (1

; the conjectured

) J is supportable in the MPE with eM and intervention, but it is not supportable

with eH and no intervention. Intuitively, if the cost of exerting e¤ort eH is very high, then
implementing eH and no intervention provides a low payo¤ to the agent at a high . This in
24

She also incentivizes e = eM to exactly achieve the instantaneous utility of (1
) J, depending on the
realization of the public randomization. Instead, we could consider a smooth cost function c(e) for e 2 [0; 1].
In such a case, the principal exactly incentivizes eI ( ) with probability one given the convex cost.
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turn limits the principal’s ability to reward the agent su¢ ciently after he generates a good
outcome at a low , as generating a positive belief update leads the agent to a low payo¤ in
the next period.

6

Discussion of Applications

In this section, we focus on two applications that are at the center of policy and academic
debates, and that have motivated our model: intervention policies in supranational agreements and monitoring in government coalitions. Our model is stylized and meant to capture
the general dynamics of intervention applicable in a broad class of cases. This naturally
limits its ability to fully capture the richness of the institutional details of each application.
Nevertheless, we describe in detail below how to map our model to each of application, and
we discuss the resulting positive implications.

6.1

Supranational Agreements

The issues of selection and intervention are central to supranational agreements in which
transfers are made by a supranational institution for projects implemented by local policymakers. For instance, since 1969, a stated objective of the World Bank aid program has
been that “increased allocation of aid should be primarily linked to performance,”25 and
since 1996, the World Bank program rules allow it to perform audits on contractors working
on the its funded projects.26 In our model, the principal is the supranational institution that
funds projects. The agent is the local policymaker who implements a project — the minister
or the head of the agency who is in charge of running the project locally. The project may
be anything from a building rehabilitation to a broad program aimed at achieving a development objective. The relationship between the Bank and the local policymaker generally
has a repeated nature, as projects are proposed over time. The projects may be audited —
25
26

Pearson Commission on International Development, 1969, as cited in Winters (2010).
See Rose-Ackerman (1997).
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which maps to the signal in our model — and, if the audit results are negative, e.g., the
signal is bad, then funding for the project may be stopped — an intervention may occur.
Finally, the Bank may decide to stop funding future projects ran by that policymaker, by
cutting aid to programs ran by that ministry or agency.
A similar mapping can be made from our model to the Structural and Investment funds
provided by the European Commission (EC) for projects in EU member countries. In this
case, the EC is the principal and the local policymaker — for instance, a minister, head of
local agency or a local mayor — is the agent. The projects funded include, for instance,
infrastructure projects, job training programs, research and innovation initiatives.27 The
progress made on projects is veri…ed periodically — the signal in our model — , and the EC
may intervene by revising projects or by suspending funding. For failures that go uncorrected,
future funding may be suspended inde…nitely, and the EC may use those funds for other
projects in a di¤erent country or under the purview of a di¤erent policymaker.
The Cost of Delegation. In the context of supranational agreements like the ones described above, our model highlights the complexity added to these agreements whenever a
control problem exists — stemming from a concern over corruption as described in RoseAckerman (1997), electoral costs to implementing reforms as in Fernandez and Rodrik (1991)
or simply the need to motivate local policymakers to work on the priorities of the supranational institution. In particular, in the benchmark model, the agent’s type is isomorphic to
underlying conditions for project success — a good or a bad environment for that project.
Thus, this case is akin to the supranational institution directly running a project and learning whether the underlying environment is good for the project — for instance whether small
business training programs are e¤ective in that local market. The optimal intervention policy
then takes the form of a simple threshold policy: the program is monitored while information
is gathered about its e¤ectiveness in that local market, and monitoring stops once there is
enough evidence that it is working well. When the supranational institution cannot conduct
27

More
details
at
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/funding-opportunities/fundingprogrammes/overview-funding-programmes/european-structural-and-investment-funds_en
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the project and must instead delegate to a local policymaker, it must ensure that su¢ cient
e¤ort is exerted on the project, not only that the project is adaptable to local conditions.
This requires ongoing monitoring and potential intervention, which increases the cost of the
project and the complexity of the institutional structure.
The Use of Intervention. Our model shows that intervention is used when the belief
about the policymaker is low, and, as reputation increases, intervention may or may not be
used, depending on the path of observed outcomes. This can be mapped to the choice of
the type of project a supranational institution decides to fund in a given period. Winters
(2010) examines World Bank funding decisions and shows that when the local policymaker’s
reputation is low, as measured by a good governance score, the World Bank is more likely
to o¤er project aid — funding aimed at projects that are easily monitored and may be
easily stopped in case of negative audit reports, e.g. local infrastructure projects; however,
when the local policymaker’s reputation is high, the World Bank is more likely to o¤er
programmatic aid — funds aimed at budgetary support for government programs — , which
is more di¢ cult to monitor and intervene in. Programmatic aid is thus more likely to be
used when intervention is not going to be used.
Dynamics of Reforms. The model also has implications regarding the evolution of
projects over time. In particular, our results show that supranational agreements might
not become better over time at implementing the supranational institution’s priorities. Instead, over time more discretion must be given to local policymakers to pursue their preferred
projects (or maintain the status quo). This dynamic provides another rationalization of the
phenomenon described as “reform fatigue”(Bowen et al., 2016), the slowdown of reforms after several reforms have already been implemented. It provides an mechanism through which
this fatigue may be observed speci…cally for reforms demanded by supranational agreements.
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6.2

Governing Coalitions

In parliamentary democracies, governments are oftentimes formed by coalitions made up of
two or more political parties. Policy originates in a ministry of the government, which maps
that minister to the agent in our model. The parliamentary committee that corresponds to
that ministerial jurisdiction maps to the principal in the model. The parliamentary committee’s membership re‡ects the composition of the ruling coalition and seeks to implement the
projects agreed upon inside the coalition. These committees may schedule hearings, gather
information — the signal in our model — and they can engage in legislative review by proposing amendments to the legislation produced by the minister, delaying or blocking legislation
— actions which map into intervention in our model. The relationship between ministers
and parliamentary committees has a repeated nature, and a minister may be removed by
losing the support of the ruling coalition.
Patterns of legislative review. Martin and Vanberg (2004, 2005) provide empirical evidence on the patterns of parliamentary intervention through legislative review. They show
that intervention is observed more often when there are larger preference disagreements
within the government coalition. Our model rationalizes this pattern when preference disagreements imply a higher discount of the future,.i.e, a coalition in which there is more
disagreement between members will exogenously collapse with higher probability. Our comparative statics results show that this increases the value of intervention, making intervention
more likely on the equilibrium path.
Our model also generates additional predictions, given the role that moral hazard plays
in generating preference disagreements. Preference disagreements within the coalition also
imply the need for costly e¤ort on the part of ministers. Then, in policy areas with large
preference disagreements, our model predicts legislative review to be recurring over time. In
policy areas with no preference disagreements within the government coalition, legislative
review should be observed less often after a number of policies are passed successfully.
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Dynamics of legislative proposals. Our model also predicts changes in policy proposals as the tenure of the coalition increases and it registers several legislative successes.
Speci…cally, it predicts policy proposals moving away from the compromise that weighs the
ideological preferences of individual coalition members. Each minister can no longer be motivated to implement projects that depart from his own preferences (as e¤ort on the principal’s
project decreases). Thus, policy moves towards the ideological preference of the minister. As
this happens, coalition members make more use of legislative review (intervention), which
leads to less e¤ective policymaking.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a model that captures several key features of environments in
which we encounter interventions. First, an intervention changes the course of action and
leads to a new outcome than the one that would have been observed had the intervention not
happened. Second, the post-intervention outcome is uninformative about the …nal outcome
that would have happened without intervention. Third, intervention is usually one of the
very few levers that can be pulled to in‡uence a policymaker’s actions. This is usually the
case in the political realm, where the policymaker cannot be paid a wage contingent on the
…nal outcome of his chosen policy. We show that, if the principal faces a selection problem
only, the optimal policy involves intervention only as long as the belief about the agent’s
ability is su¢ ciently low. If, in addition, there is also a control problem, the optimal policy
can exhibit switches between intervention and no intervention on the equilibrium path.
Our model considers the case in which the principal runs only one project each period,
and the agent cannot choose among multiple projects that can bene…t the principal. In this
setting, we could provide a rigorous dynamic analysis of the intervention problem, on which
more complexity can be later built. Our insights can be used to understand the necessary
deviations from the single project optimal policy once multiple projects are introduced. In
particular, our results highlight the rich structure of the optimal policy that emerges due to
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the control problem in political environments, in which the agent cannot be o¤ered a wage
schedule. Having an environment with multiple projects could add an additional instrument
for the principal. The principal could link decisions across projects in order to provide better
incentives. This could o¤er additional insights into how to sustain e¤ort over time. It would
also be a natural extension for the applications discussed above.
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A

Appendix

A.1

Proof of Lemma 1

Monotonicity with respect to .
Suppose that J ( ) = J for some . Then, for a higher value 0 > , we have J ( 0 ) J.
To see why, if ( ; ) is a feasible policy when the belief is , then it is also feasible when the
belief is 0 . Recall that the instantaneous utility for P given is
Pr (s = gj ) uP (0j ; e; s) + Pr (s = bj ) uP ( (s = b)j ; e; s) ;
which is (weakly) increasing in . Hence, by the standard arguments — see Stokey (1989)
— J ( ) is (weakly) increasing in .
Convexity with respect to .
Let J ( ; ) be the payo¤ when the principal follows the optimal strategy given , and
the current type is 2 fH; Lg. We have
J ( ) = J ( ; H) + (1

) J ( ; L) = J ( ; L) + [J ( ; H)

Take ; 1 ; 2 and 2 [0; 1] such that =
1 + (1
the strategy given when the belief is n , P obtains
J ( ; L) +

n

[J ( ; H)

2.

)

J ( ; L)]

J(

J ( ; L)] :

For n 2 f1; 2g, by taking

n) :

Hence,
J ( 1 ) + (1
) J ( 2)
J ( ; L) + 1 [J ( ; H) J ( ; L)]
+ (1
) J ( ; L) + (1
) 2 [J ( ; H) J ( ; L)]
= J ( ; L) + [J ( ; H) J ( ; L)] = J ( ) :

A.2

Proof of Lemma 3

After s = b, the principal does not intervene if
l
C
where

Pr(Hj ; s = b) Pr(BjH; b) + Pr(Lj ; s = b) Pr(BjL; b);

= H implies e = 1 and
S

:=

= L implies e = 0. This inequality reduces to

(Pr(b; BjL)

Pr(b; BjL) 1
Pr(b; BjH)) 1
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l
C
l
C

+

l
C

Pr(b; GjH)

:

(12)

A.3

Proof of Proposition 1

After s = b, by Bayes’rule, the belief is updated to
b

=

Pr(b;BjL)+Pr(b;GjL)
) Pr(b;BjH)+Pr(b;GjH)

+ (1

:

Writing u ( ) as the expected payo¤ from 2 f0; 1g if s = b and the agent is of type , the
principal’s problem given s = b is
L
( ) + (1
b) u ( )
+ J ( b ) + (1
) ( b J (1) + (1
bu

where

0

H

b) J

( 0 )) ;

(13)

is the belief after s = b and y = B:
0

Pr(b; BjH)
:
Pr(b; BjH) + (1
) Pr(b; BjL)

=

S
Notice that when
, = 0 is optimal by Lemma 3. When = , where ! 0, we
0
have ! 0. Thus, = 1 is optimal for ! 0. Therefore, we can establish that intervention
is optimal for su¢ ciently small, and no intervention is optimal for su¢ ciently large.
Since the prior and the interim belief b have a monotone relationship, it su¢ ces to
show that there exists b 2 (0; 1) such that the intervention after s = b is optimal if and
only if b
b for some b 2 (0; 1).
S
Notice also that 0 is increasing in . Hence, 0
whenever the
H for all
following condition is satis…ed:
S

1

1

H

S

where

S

H

Pr(b; BjH)
;
Pr(b; BjL)

is derived in (12). Thus, substituting for
Pr(b; BjH)
Pr(b; GjH)

Therefore, with the upper bound
S
for each
. Hence, for each
H
bu

( ) + (1

L
b) u

l
C

S

, the above condition reduces to:

l
C

1

(14)

l
C

H:

1

Pr(b;BjH)
0
1 Cl
H on Pr(b;GjH) , we have J ( ) = J (
S
, in (13), the terms

( ) + (1

)(

bJ

(1) + (1

b) J

H)

( 0 ))

S
are linear in b , while J ( b ) is convex in b . Together with the facts that (i) at
, no
intervention is optimal and (ii) at b = 0, intervention is optimal, there exists a unique b
such that, conditional on s = b, intervention is optimal if and only if b
b.
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A.4

Proof of Lemma 4

Let SW be P ’s value under the no e¤ort equilibrium (per-period utility is (1
) SW ). In
this equilibrium, after each public history, P replaces A with probability one, and A exerts
zero e¤ort. This is a sequential equilibrium since (i) it is optimal for P to replace the agent
given that the future agent supplies zero e¤ort and (ii) it is optimal for the agent to supply
zero e¤ort since he is replaced for sure.
By feasibility, V 2 0; 1 1 since 1 1 is the maximum average payo¤ that the principal
can deliver to the agent by letting z = ez = 0 for each z. If V = 1 1 , then A does not work
and is kept forever, so we have J ; 1 1 = SW for each . If V = 0, then P replaces A
right away, and so J ( ; 0) = J SW for each . Since J ( ; V ) is concave in V by Lemma
5,28 for each and V 2 0; 1 1 , we have J ( ; V ) SW .
Consider the following strategy: On the equilibrium path, the public history ht decides
and V . Given z, as long as P chooses z and z corresponding to the solution to the dynamic
program, A supplies ez . A’s deviation is ignored. If P deviates from this equilibrium path,
then P chooses z = 1 and z = 1 forever, and A chooses ez = 0 forever (switching to the
no e¤ort equilibrium). Incentive compatibility (9) ensures the agent’s incentive to choose ez ,
and J ( ; V ) SW ensures the principal’s incentive.
It will be useful to verify that the payo¤ at the arrival of a new agent is higher than
this no e¤ort equilibrium: J > SW . To see why, the principal can improve upon SW as
follows: In this equilibrium, for each z, the principal always takes z = 1 as in the no e¤ort
equilibrium. If ! = gG, then P keeps the agent forever. Otherwise, P replaces the agent (and
goes back to the no e¤ort equilibrium). That is, P rewards the agent after a good outcome
in the …rst period, which incentivizes the high-type agent to supply a positive e¤ort. Hence,
the principal can obtain a payo¤ greater than SW in the …rst period, and then obtain the
continuation payo¤ of SW . In total, P obtains a payo¤ higher than SW .
Given J > SW , for each ( ; V ) with V 2 0; 1 1 , by concavity of J ( ; ), we have
1

J ( ;V )

V

1
1

J+

1

A.5

V
1

J

;

1

1
1

> SW :

(15)

Proof of Lemma 5

Part 1. Concavity with respect to V .
We show that J ( ; V ) is concave in V for a …xed . Suppose V = V1 + (1
) V2 for
V1 ; V2 ; 2 [0; 1]; and let [V1 ] and [V2 ] be the optimal policies for ( ; V1 ) and ( ; V2 ),
respectively.
Suppose P chooses [V1 ] with probability and [V2 ] with probability 1
, according
to the realization of the public randomization device.
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Note that proof of Lemma 5 does not depend on Lemma 4.
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1. Since [V1 ] delivers V1 to the agent and [V2 ] delivers V2 , the agent’s expected payo¤
is V = V1 + (1
) V2 . Hence, promise keeping is satis…ed.
2. Conditional on the realization of the public randomization device, since both [V1 ]
and [V2 ] are incentive compatible, the agent’s incentive compatibility is satis…ed.
3. With probability , the principal achieves J ( ; V1 ), and with probability 1
, she
achieves J ( ; V2 ), since we …xed . Hence she achieves J ( ; V1 ) + (1
) J ( ; V2 ).
Hence, the principal with ( ; V ) achieves at least J ( ; V1 ) + (1

) J ( ; V2 ).

Part 2. Convexity with respect to .
Since V is …xed, the proof is the same as Lemma 1.
Part 3. Monotonicity with respect to .
Suppose that J ( ; V ) = J for some and V . Then, for a higher value 0 > and the same
promised utility V , we have J ( 0 ; V ) J. Since V is …xed, the proof is the same as Lemma
1.
We now show it is strictly increasing for V 2 0; 1 1 . Fix public history ht with ( ; V )
with V 2 0; 1 1 arbitrarily, and let [ ] be the principal’s optimal strategy from this
history. Given the starting belief 0 > , suppose the principal in period
t takes the
same strategy [ 0 ] = [ ] as long as ez = 0 for each z given [ ]. Then, as long as ez = 0
for z given [ ], the payo¤ is exactly the same between and 0 (and the belief stays the
same unless replacement happens); and once the current agent exerts a positive e¤ort (if he
is of H type), the principal’s expected payo¤ is higher with 0 than with . Hence, we have
J ( 0 ; V ) > J ( ; V ) if there exist t~ t and zt~ such that, given [ ], (i) ht~ happens with a
positive probability, (ii) the same agent stays until period t~ given ht~, and (iii) ezt~ > 0.
We now show that there exists such (ht~; zt~). Suppose otherwise. Then, the principal’s
payo¤ is equal to J ( ; V ) = J( ; V~ )+(1
) J, where 1
is the probability of immediate
replacement and the promise keeping constraint implies V = V~ . That is,
J ( ;V ) =

V
J( ; V~ ) + 1
V~

V
V~

J:

Suppose V~ = 1. Then, since e = 0, we have J( ; V~ ) = (1
) SW + J, and so
J J( ; V~ ) = (1
) J SW . Suppose next that V~ = 1 + . Then, the principal can
~
implement e = 0 in period t, which makes the next-period promised value equal to V 1 = .
Hence, the principal can achieve the payo¤ at least
(1

) SW +

(1

) SW + J + 1
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J :

Hence,
J( ; V~ +
(1

J( ; V~ )

)

(1

) SW +

(1

) J

) SW + J + 1

J

(1

) SW

J

SW :

In total, we have
d
dV~

V
V
J( ; V~ ) + 1
J
0:
V~
V~
V~ =1
Hence, the …rst order e¤ect of increasing V~ by keeping e …xed is no less than 0. Suppose
0
in the problem to maximize J( ; V~ ), keeping all the other
that the principal increases VgG
continuation payo¤s …xed. This increases e and V~ . Since the …rst order e¤ect of changing
V~ given e is 0, the principal is strictly better o¤ by implementing e > 0, as desired.

A.6

Proof of Lemma 6

We have J ( ; 0) = J for each since P has to replace A right away. Hence we are left to
prove the other four properties:
A.6.1

Part 1. There exists V ( ) such that J ( ; V ) is linear for V 2 [0; V ( )].

Suppose such V ( ) does not exist. By Lemma 5, this means that J ( ; V ) is strictly concave
near V = 0.
Take V 2 (0; 1). This means that P needs to stochastically replace A, since otherwise A
receives 1 by not working. Let be the probability of a replacement. The promise keeping
condition implies
0 + (1
) V^ = V;
(16)
where V^ 1 is the promised utility conditional on A not being replaced.
P maximizes
J ( ; 0) + (1
) J( ; V^ )
(17)
max
1
^
2[0;1];V 2[0; 1 ]
subject to
0 + (1

)

V^ = V and V^

1:

Substituting the constraint, P ’s payo¤ is
J ( ; 0) +

V h
J( ; V^ )
V^

i
J ( ; 0) :

(18)

Taking the derivative with respect to V^ (the di¤erentiability of J( ; V^ ) follows from the
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Envelope Theorem), we obtain

V

h
J ( ; 0) + J2 ( ; V^ )V^
V^ 2

i
J( ; V^ )

;

where Jn is the derivative of J with respect to its nth argument.
We show that the numerator is always negative for each V^
numerator is 0. Taking the derivative of the numerator,
h
d n
J ( ; 0) + J2 ( ; V^ )V^
dV^

0. With V^ = 0, the

io
d2
J( ; V^ ) = V^
J( ; V^ ):
dV^ 2

Since we assumed J ( ; ) is strictly concave, this is negative for each V^ 0. Therefore, the
numerator is globally negative.
Hence, the smallest V^ = 1 is optimal. Given V^ = 1, by (18), we have
J ( ; V ) = J ( ; 0) + V

[J ( ; 1)

J ( ; 0)] ;

for V 2 [0; 1], which is linear in V .
A.6.2

Part 2. For

H,

we have V ( ) > 1:

Suppose
For the sake of contradiction, assume that V
1 for each V 2
H.
^
arg maxV J ( ; V ). Then, in the above problem (17), V = 1 — the smallest continuation
payo¤ without immediate replacement — is the unique optimum. Recall that is de…ned
as the probability of immediate replacement in (16). Hence P cannot replace A in the current period after P picks V^ with probability 1
. If P promised a positive continuation
payo¤ from the next period, then since c (0) = lime!0 c0 (e) = 0, A could obtain a payo¤
greater than 1 with providing a su¢ ciently small e. We therefore have to make sure that
Vz0 [V^ ] (!) = 0 for each z and !, and so ez = 0 for each z. Therefore, the e¤ort has to be
equal to 0. Then, P ’s instantaneous payo¤ is (1
)SW . Moreover, since Vz0 [V^ ] (!) = 0 for
each z and !, the agent will be replaced in the next period with probability one. Hence, the
continuation payo¤ is J. Since = 0 if the current promised value is 1 and V^ = 1, we have
J ( ; 1) = (1

)SW + J:

(19)

For = H , (19) together with (15) implies that J ( H ; 0) = J and J ( H ; V ) is linear
and less than J for each V 2 (0; 1]. By concavity, this means that J ( H ; V ) < J for each
V > 0. Thus, arg maxV J ( H ; V ) = 0. This means that J is uniquely obtained by always
replacing A; however, this implies that A exerts no e¤ort, which is a contradiction. Hence,
V ( H ) > 1. Moreover, since J = maxV J ( H ; V ), it follows that
J(

H; V

) = J for V 2 [0; V (
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H )] :

(20)

For > H , by Lemma 5, we have J ( ; 1) > J (
Hence, V ( ) > 1 as well.
A.6.3

H ; 1)

J, which contradicts (19).

Part 3. The Slope of the Linear Part.

Since J ( ; V ) is strictly increasing in 2 (0; 1), and J ( ; 0) = J for each , (20) implies
the slope of the linear part is negative for < H and positive for > H .
A.6.4

Part 4. Property of V 2 arg maxV^ J( ; V^ )

Without loss of generality, we can take V 2 arg maxV^ J( ; V^ ) such that V is the extreme
point of the graph fV^ ; J( ; V^ )gV^ . This means that no mixture can implement (V; J( ; V )).
Hence, P ’s payo¤ J ( ; V ) at V 2 arg maxV^ J( ; V^ ), denoted by J ( ), is determined by the
dynamic program without mixture:
P
J ( ) = max0 fuP ( j ; e) +
Pr (!j ; e; ) J ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V 0 (!))g;
(e; ;V )

!

subject to incentive compatibility constraint:
e 2 arg max 1

c (e) +

P

Pr (!je; ) V 0 (!) :

!

Note that we do not impose the promise keeping constraint since we are free to choose V^
to maximize J( ; V^ ). Moreover, since the …rst-order condition for e is always necessary and
su¢ cient by the assumption of the cost function c, we can see the above dynamic program
as deciding (V 0 (!))! , and then e is determined by the …rst-order condition.
In this problem, we …rst show that V 0 (!) arg maxV^ J( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V^ ) after 0 ( ; e; !)
. Suppose otherwise: There exists ! such that V 0 (!) > arg maxV^ J( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V^ ) after
0
( ; e; !)
.
Since
Pr (!je; )
0
;
(21)
( ; e; !) =
Pr (!je; ) + (1
) Pr (!j0; )
we have Pr (!j0; ) Pr (!je; ). We assume Pr (!je; ) is monotone in e for each ! and , so
the probability Pr (!je; ) is decreasing in e.
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Then, the …rst-order condition for the optimality of V 0 (!) is
P
d
fuP ( j ; e) +
Pr (!j ; e; ) J ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V 0 (!))g
dV (!)
!
= fuPe ( j ; e)
X
+
Pre (!j ; e; ) J ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V 0 (!))

0 =

0

!

+

X

Pr (!j ; e; ) J1 ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V 0 (!))

0
e

( ; e; !)g

!

de
dV 0 (!)

+ Pr (!j ; e; ) J2 ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V 0 (!)) ;
0, Pre , and
where Jn is the derivative of J with respect to its nth argument; and uPe
0
P
0
are
the
derivatives
of
u
,
Pr,
and
with
respect
to
e,
respectively.
Since
Pr (!je; )
e
de
0
0
is decreasing in e, it follows that dV 0 (!) < 0. Moreover, J2 ( ( ; e; !) ; V (!)) < 0, since
V 0 (!) > arg max ^ J( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V^ ) and J is concave. Hence, we have
V

fuPe ( j ; e) +
+

X

X

Pre (!j ; e; ) J ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V 0 (!))

(22)

!

Pr (!j ; e; ) J1 ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V 0 (!))

0
e

( ; e; !)g < 0:

!

Similarly, if there exists !
^ such that Pr (^
! je; ) is decreasing in e but
^ ) ; V^ ), then the symmetric argument implies that
V 0 (^
! ) arg maxV^ J( 0 ( ; e; !
X
Pre (!j ; e; ) J ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V 0 (!))
fuPe ( j ; e) +
+

X

!

Pr (!j ; e; ) J1 ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V 0 (!))

0
e

( ; e; !)g

0;

!

which is a contradiction.
Therefore, letting
be the set of signal-outcome pairs ! such that Pr (!je; ) is decreasing in e, for each ! 2
, we have V 0 (!) > arg maxV^ J( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V^ ). Symmetrically,
letting + be the set of ! such that Pr (!je; ) is increasing in e, for each ! 2 + , we have
V 0 (!) < arg maxV^ J( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V^ ).
Now we set V (!) = arg maxV^ J( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V^ ) for each !, and let e be the new optimal
e¤ort (…xing throughout). Since V (!) < V 0 (!) for ! 2
and V (!) > V 0 (!) for
! 2 + , we have e > e (here, e is the original e¤ort). Hence, we have
uP ( j ; e ) > uP ( j ; e) :
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(23)

In addition, we adjust V (!) so that the continuation payo¤ increases with …xed e:
P
P
Pr (!j ; e; ) J ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V 0 (!)) < Pr (!j ; e; ) J ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V (!)) :
(24)
!

!

Moreover, since maxV^ J( 0 ; V^ ) is increasing in

0

, we have

J ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V (!)) < J ( 0 ( ; e; !
^ ) ; V (^
! ))
for each ! 2
and !
^ 2 + . Since increase in e increases the probability of event ! if and
only if ! 2 + , we have
P
P
Pr (!j ; e; ) J( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V (!)) <
Pr (!j ; e ; ) J ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V (!)) :
(25)
!

!

Finally, learning (the di¤erence between 0 ( ; e; !) and 0 ( ; e ; !)) further increases the
continuation payo¤. To show this, we …rst make the following claim:
Claim 1 For 1 <
have J1 ( 1 ; V ( 1 ))

V ( 1 ) 2 arg maxV^ J( 1 ; V^ ) and V ( 2 ) 2 arg maxV^ J( 2 ; V^ ), we
J1 ( 2 ; V ( 2 )).

2,

Proof. We have
J ( 1 ; V ( 1 )) + J1 ( 1 ; V ( 1 )) [

2

1]

J ( 2 ; V ( 1 )) ;

2

1]

J ( 2 ; V ( 2 )) ;

since J is convex in , and
J ( 1 ; V ( 1 )) + J1 ( 1 ; V ( 1 )) [
since V ( 2 ) maximizes J ( 2 ; V ) at
J ( 1 ; V ( 1 ))

2.

At the same time,

J ( 2 ; V ( 2 ))

J1 ( 2 ; V ( 2 )) [

1] ;

2

since J is convex in , and from the …rst inequality of the proof,
J ( 1 ; V ( 1 ))

J ( 1 ; V ( 1 )) + J1 ( 1 ; V ( 1 )) [
J1 ( 2 ; V ( 2 )) [ 2
1] :

2

1]

Hence,
0

[J1 ( 1 ; V ( 1 ))

J1 ( 2 ; V ( 2 ))] (

2

1) :

Given this claim, J1 ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V (!)) is larger for ! with 0 ( ; e; !) > than for !
with 0 ( ; e; !) < . Since the distribution of f 0 ( ; e ; !)g! given e is the mean-preserving
0
spread of the distribution of f 0 ( ; e; !)g! given e and we have 0 ( ; e ; !)
( ; e; !) if
0
and only if ! satis…es ( ; e; !)
, faster learning increases the continuation payo¤.
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Together with (24) and (25), this leads to
P
P
Pr (!j ; e; ) J ( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V 0 (!)) < Pr (!j ; e; ) J ( 0 ( ; e ; !) ; V (!)) :
!

!

Together with (23), we have proven that P ’s payo¤ increases.
The proof for V 0 (!)
arg maxV^ J( 0 ( ; e; !) ; V^ ) after 0 ( ; e; !)
symmetric, and so it is omitted.

A.7

is completely

Proof of Lemma 7

Recall that we refer to intervention as the intervention decision after signal s = b; since
P never intervenes after s = g. Given s = g, the principal observes the same information
regardless of (s = b). Given s = b, she can observe o 2 fG; Bg after s = b without
intervention while she can only observe o = I with intervention. Hence, intervention is more
informative in the Blackwell sense. Hence, given e, the distribution of the updated beliefs
( 0 ( ; e; !))! given no intervention is a mean-preserving spread of that given intervention.
In particular, the belief update is given by
0

( ; e; b; I) =

0

( ; e; b; G) =

0

( ; e; b; B) =

Pr (bje)
;
Pr (bje) + (1
) Pr (bj0)
Pr (b; Gje)
;
Pr (b; Gje) + (1
) Pr (b; Gj0)
Pr (b; Bje)
:
Pr (b; Bje) + (1
) Pr (b; Bje)

Hence, the di¤erence in the variance of 0 ( ; e; !) is given by
P
P
2
d( ) : =
Pr (!j ; e; = 0) ( 0 ( ; e; !)
)
Pr (!j ; e; = 1) ( 0 ( ; e; !)
!

P

=

y2fG;Bg

2

!
2

2

(1
) (Pr (b; yje) Pr (b; yj0))
Pr (b; yje) + (1
) Pr (b; yj0)

Note that this di¤erence is 0 with
of d ( ) with respect to yields

= 0 and

X

(1
)2 (Pr (bje) Pr (bj0))2
:
Pr (bje) + (1
) Pr (bj0)

= 1. Moreover, taking the second derivative

Pr (b; yje)2 Pr (b; yj0)2
( Pr (b; yje) + (1
) Pr (b; yj0))3
y2fG;Bg
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2

2

)

Pr (bje)2 Pr (bj0)2
:
( Pr (bje) + (1
) Pr (bj0))3

The function f (x; y) :=
(a; b)

fxx fxy
fxy fyy

x2 y 2
( x+(1 )y)3

a
b

=

is convex since, for each (a; b) 2 R2 , we have
2 (b2 x2

abxy + a2 y 2 ) ( 2 x2 + 4 (1
( x + (1
) y)5

) xy + y 2 )

0
since b2 x2 abxy + a2 y 2 = (bx + ay)2 abxy = (bx
Pr (b; Gje) + Pr (b; Bje), we have d00 ( ) 0.

A.8

ay)2 + abxy. Given Pr (bje) =

Proof of Proposition 2

The proof consists of the three steps: (1) proving that intervention is optimal in the initial
period, (2) intervention is optimal for a su¢ ciently large T , and (3) in some period t 2,
no intervention is optimal.
A.8.1

Intervention is Optimal in the Initial Period

Lemma 8 There exist H 2 (0; 1) and q 2 (0; 1) such that, for each H
H and
Pr (Gj0)
q, it is optimal to intervene after s = b in the initial period of an agent’s
appointment.
Proof. In period 1 of the agent’s appointment, after an s = b, the belief is no more than
H . Hence, the instantaneous cost of non-intervention is no less than
l

[

H

Pr (Gje; b)

0 + (1

H) (

C)]

C

l

H C:

On the other hand, the gain in the continuation payo¤ of no intervention is at most
h
i
0
+
(1
)
max
J
(
;
V
)
J ( b ; Vb ) :
H
H
H
V

We now drive an upper bound for maxV J (
max J (
V

H; V

)

0 + (1

H

H)

H; V

):

Pr (y = Bj0) ( l) + max J (
V

H; V

) :

Here, the H-type would deliver the best outcome, the L-type would be replaced immediately
after period 1, and we allow the principal to intervene if and only if the outcome is bad, so
that we drive an upper bound. Rearranging,
max J (
V

H; V

)

(1
q) l
H ) (1
:
1 (1
H)
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In contrast, J ( b ; Vb ) 1 l since the principal can always intervene. Hence, the continuation
payo¤ gain is bounded by
(1

H)

(1
q)l
H ) (1
1 (1
H)

l
1

:

Hence, if
C

l

HC

>

(1

(1
q)l
H ) (1
1 (1
H)

H)

l
1

;

(26)

then intervention is uniquely optimal. At H = 0 and q = 0, (26) holds since we have
C l > 0. Therefore, there exist H > 0 and q > 0 such that, for H
q;
H and Pr (Gj0)
we have (26).
A.8.2

Intervention at the Limit

Lemma 9 For any parameter values, after ! with Pre (!je) < 0, we have J2 ( 0 ( ; ez ; !) ; Vz0 (!)) =
0 if we start from = H and V = arg maxV~ J( H ; V~ ).29
Proof. From Lemma 1, we have J ( 0 ( ; ez ; !) ; Vz0 (!)) = maxV J ( H ; V ). Hence, Lemma
6 implies the result.
We now form the Lagrangian:
Z
P
P
J ( ;V ) =
(1
Pr (!j ; ez ; z ) J ( 0 ( ; ez ; !) ; Vz0 (!)) dz
z ) J + z u ( z j ; ez ) +
!
z
Z
P
c (ez ) +
+ V
Pr (!jez ; z ) Vz0 (!) dz
z 1
!
z
Z
P
+
Pre (!jez ; z ) Vz0 (!) c0 (ez ) dz
z z
z

!

with z
0 (higher e¤ort is bene…cial). Recall that Pr (!jez ; z ) = Pr (!j = 1; ez ; z ). By
the Envelope theorem, J2 ( ; V ) = . Taking the …rst order conditions and substituting
J2 ( ; V ) = , we obtain
ez

:
J2 ( ; V ) c0 (ez ) + z c00 (ez )
P
= uPe ( z j ; ez ) +
Pre (!j ; ez ; z ) J ( 0 ( ; ez ; !) ; Vz0 (!))
!
P
+
Pr (!j ; ez ; z ) J1 ( 0 ( ; ez ; !) ; Vz0 (!)) 0e ( ; ez ; !)
!
P
Pre (!jez ; z ) Vz0 (!) J2 ( ; V )
!
P
+
Pree (!jez ; z ) Vz0 (!) ;
z
!

29

Recall that Jn is the derivative of J with respect to its nth argument.
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(27)

and
Vz0 (!) : J2 ( 0 ( ; ez ; !) ; Vz0 (!)) =

Pr (!jez ; z )
J2 ( ; V )
Pr (!j ; ez ; z )

z

Pre (!jez ; z )
:
Pr (!j ; ez ; z )

(28)

Using these two …rst order conditions, we will show that the e¤ort level converges to 0.
Lemma 10 On the equilibrium path, given a history h such that the belief updates positively,
(ht )
(ht 1 ) for each t, e¤ort converges to 0.
Proof. Fix (zt ; ! t )1
(ht )
(ht 1 ) for each t, and let ( t ; et )1
t=1 to satisfy
t=1 be the implemented intervention decisions and e¤ort levels along the history. For notational simplicity,
1
we omit (zt )1
t=1 since the argument holds conditional on (zt )t=1 .
On such a history, we have J2 ( 0 ( ; e1 ; ! 1 ) ; V 0 (! 1 )) < 0. To see why, since Pre (! 1 je1 ; 1 ) >
0 given (ht )
(ht 1 ) and J2 ( 1 ; V1 ) = 0 in the initial period, given (28), it su¢ ces to
show that > 0. If = 0, since J2 ( ; V ) = 0 in the initial period, Lemma 9 and (27) yield
X
0 = uPe ( 1 j 1 ; e1 ) +
Pre (~
! 1 j 1 ; e1 ; 1 ) J ( 0 ( 1 ; e1 ; !
~ 1 ) ; V 0 (~
! 1 ))
+
!
~ 1:

X

s~1 ;~
o1

0(
! 1 )>0
e 1 ;e1 ;~

Pr (~
! 1 j 1 ; e1 ; 1 ) J1 ( 0 ( 1 ; e1 !
~ 1 ) ; V 0 (~
! 1 ))

0
e

( 1 ; e1 ; !
~ 1) :

The …rst two terms of the right hand side is the bene…t of increasing e1 to the principal’s
value …xing 1 and V 0 (~
! 1 ); and the last term is non-negative given J1 ( ; V ) 0. Hence, the
right hand side is positive.30 This is a contradiction.
In addition, on such a history, we have Pre (! t jet ; t ) 0 and Pr (! t jet ; t ) Pr (! t j t ; et ; t )
for each t. Hence, recursively applying to (28), we have that
J2 ( 0 ( t ; et ; ! t ) ; Vt+1 (! t ))

Pr (! t jet ; t )
J2 ( t ; Vt )
Pr (! t j t ; et ; t )

t

Pre (! t jet ; t )
;
Pr (! t j t ; et ; t )

so it is monotonically decreasing. If et does not converge to 0, then
0 converges to 0, since otherwise J2 diverges to 1.
t

t

converges to 1 and

~ 01 for each !
~ 1; !
~ 01 given
Otherwise, the principal should have implemented e1 = 0 and V 0 (~
!1 ) = V 0 !
concavity of J ( ; V ). However, (i) the …rst order condition for e (this is necessary and su¢ cient given our
assumption), (ii) Lemma 9, and (iii) parts A.6.2 and A.6.3 of the proof to Lemma 6, (omitting z for a simple
notation) we have
X
c0 (e1 ) =
Pre (! 1 j 1 ; e1 ) ;
30

! 1 :Pre (! 1 je1 )>0

which means e1 > 0. This is a contradiction.
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Suppose

converges to 0. At this limit, (27) converges to
X
J2 (1; V ) c0 (e) = uPe (1; e; ) +
Pre (!j1; e; ) J ( 0 (1; e; !) ; V 0 (!))
t

converge to 1 and

+

t

X

!

Pr (!je; ) J1 (1; V 0 (!))

0
e

(1; e; !)

!

X

Pre (!je; ) V 0 (!) J2 (1; V ) :

!

Since
0
e

(1; e; !) = lim

!1

d
Pr (!je)
de Pr (!je) + (1
) Pr (!j0)

=0

for each Pr (!je)
that we assumed that e > 0 for the sake of a contradiction)
P with e > 0 (recall
0
0
and c (e) =
! Pr (!je; ) V (!) from (9), we have
X
Pre (!je; ) J (1; V 0 (!)) :
0 = uPe ( j1; e) +
!

This means that the bene…t of increasing e to the principal’s value …xing V 0 (!), i.e.,
X
d P
Pr (!je; ) J (1; V 0 (!))];
[u ( j1; e) +
de
!
is 0. This in turn implies that e is equal to 0. Therefore, et converges to 0.
Given that e converges to 0, intervention is optimal at the limit:
Lemma 11 There exists e^ 2 (0; 1) such that, for any belief
if the principal implements e e^, then = 1 is optimal.

2 [0; 1] and promised value V ,

Proof. With discounting, e 2 [0; 1], and V 2 0; 1 1 , the principal’s payo¤ is continuous
in e. Hence, it su¢ ces to show that it is uniquely optimal for the principal to choose = 1
for e¤ort e = 0. With e = 0, we have 0 ( ; e; !) = . Since J ( ; V ) is concave in V , it is
optimal to choose V 0 (!j ) = V 0 (! 0 j ) for each !; ! 0 . Hence, the continuation payo¤ is …xed
regardless of . Since = 1 maximizes the instantaneous utility uP ( j ; e; s) after s = b given
e = 0, intervention (s = b) = 1 is uniquely optimal.
A.8.3

No intervention is Optimal in a Period after the Initial Period

The following lemma ensures that e1 is bounded below:
Lemma 12 For su¢ ciently small q > 0, if c0 (e)
level e(;) is no less than e.
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Pre (g; Gje) q, then the initial e¤ort

Proof. From (i) the …rst order condition for e (this is necessary and su¢ cient given our
assumption), (ii) Lemma 9, and (iii) claims A.6.2 and A.6.3 of Lemma 6, (omitting z for a
simple notation) we have
X
c0 (e1 ) =
Pre (! 1 je1 ; 1 )
Pre (g; Gje1 ; 1 ) = Pre (g; Gje1 ) :
! 1 :Pre (! 1 je1 )>0

Hence, we have e1

e.

Lemma 13 For each H and (Pr (bje))e2[0;1] , there exists q > 0 such that, if the e¤ort
provision condition holds given q and Pr (Gj0)
q, then there exists t
2 such that no
intervention is optimal in period t.
Proof. It su¢ ces to show that there exists t 2 with e e, and 0 (ht ) is su¢ ciently close
to 1 since then no intervention is statically optimal. Note that we …rst …x (Pr (bje))e2[0;1] .
Hence, if 0 (ht ) is su¢ ciently close to one, 0 (ht ; b) is also close to one.
On the one hand, if there is no period t 2 such that no intervention is optimal along
the path of repeated (g; G). Then, the payo¤ is bounded by
uP ( 1 j

H ; e)

+ max max J (
V

H; V

);

1
1

Pr (s = bje) ( l) :

Here, to obtain an upper bound, we allow the principal to replace the L-type at the end
of period 1, and she learns the H-type at the end of period 1 (we then take the maximum
of these two continuation payo¤s). In the latter event, intervention is optimal after s = b
since (i) there is no learning bene…t if the principal learns the type and (ii) if the belief were
su¢ ciently high for no intervention to be statically optimal after some history, then it would
get su¢ ciently high along the path of repeated (g; G).
On the other hand, if the principal implements et = e without replacement for each
t = 1; :::; T as long as ! = (g; G), she obtains the payo¤ at least
uP ( 1 j H ; e)
T
X
t 1 Qt 1
+
=1 Pr (! = (g; G)) Pr (! t 6= (g; G))
t=1

+

T 1

QT

=1

Pr (! = (g; G))

l

1

C + max J (
V

H; V

)

;

where the probability is determined by the initial belief H and the high type taking e.
The second line says that, until ! t 6= (g; G) is …rst observed, no cost is incurred, and once
! t 6= (g; G) happens, the principal pays C and replace the agent. The last line says that, if
! t 6= (g; G) never happens until period T , then s = b happens all the time and the principal
always intervenes for t = T + 1; :::.
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For each H , for su¢ ciently large Pr (g; Gje) and su¢ ciently small Pr (g; Gj0), 0 ( H ; g; G)
is su¢ ciently close to 1 and uP ( 1 j H ; 1) and uP ( 1 j H ; e) are close to each other. Hence,
at T = 1 (namely, T 1 = 0), the latter is larger.
For each T , for su¢ ciently small q, it is possible to implement et e for each t = 1; :::; T
by keeping the agent if and only if he generates the outcome (g; G). Hence, limq!0 T = 1.
Therefore, for su¢ ciently small q, there exists t 2 with e e, and 0 (ht ) su¢ ciently close
to 1.
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